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Abstract
This paper describes the possibility of using a new
technology - terrestrial radar interferometry - in order to
determine more precisely the deformations and vibrations of
building structures. Our attention was directed toward to
estimate the horizontal displacements of tall buildings,
especially in the upper part, and the vertical displacement of
the superstructure of bridges under traffic.
The technology of terrestrial radar interferometry can be
used to determine deformations with accuracy up to 0.01
mm in real time, capturing the oscillations of investigated
objects with frequency bandwidth up to 200 Hz.
Deformation of several points on the object at different
heights can be determined simultaneously, if it is a high
building or at different distances (from the point of
observation) if it is the deck of a bridge, all of them from the
distance and without destructive intervention on the
monitored object.
The IBIS-FS radar interferometry system, produced by IDS
GeoRadar, was used for measurement in the case of
practical examples from this article.
We will briefly outline the measurement principle of this
instrument and the criteria underlying the geometry setting
for the optimal choice of the observation point.
The article presents several experiments of dynamic analysis
of the displacements for the characteristic points of
constructions of the type mentioned above.
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1.

Introduction

Lately, the focus is on equipping the constructions with
sensors for monitoring deformations and displacements, the
most common measurement systems are arrays of
accelerometers.
Recent literature focuses on wireless and mobile
technologies for transmitting data from such sensors,
combining several systems and measurement methods.
For the modal analysis of buildings, a suitable low-cost
accelerometer system, based on the architecture of the
microelectromechanical system (MEMS) can be designed
and built.
Terrestrial laser scanners (TLS) are active 3D measurement
system that can measure up to one million points per second
with an accuracy of a few millimeters, but typically are not
commonly used for modal analysis of the structures [6].
Terrestrial radar interferometry systems can very accurately
determine the movements or deformations of objects [7].
These systems, called IBIS (Image by Interferometric
Survey), developed by IDS (Ingegneria dei Sistemi)
GeoRadar, available in different configurations, can
monitor, static or dynamic, constructions of various types
(civil or industrial constructions, bridges, dams, etc.) or the
evolution of areas with landslides, landscaped cliffs, coastal
areas, glaciers, etc.
We tested the IBIS-FS equipment to determine the
movement and vibration of the buildings and bridge decks.

2.

Measuring principle

The IDS radar sensor (IBIS-FS system) is a microwave
interferometer and consists of a sensor module, a computer
and a power supply unit. The sensor module (Figure 1) is a
coherent radar (meaning a radar that keeps the phase
information of the received signal) that generates, transmits
and receives the electromagnetic signals to be processed to
provide deformation and vibration measurements. The
sensor, including two conical antennas, weighs approx.

12 kg and is installed on a tripod equipped with a
rotating head so that it can be oriented in the
desired direction (Figure 2) [5].
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Fig. 4
Fig. 1

Fig. 5

Fig. 2

For measuring the displacements or deformations, the radar
unit sends a continuous wave with the gradual change of
frequency (Continuous Wave - Stepped-Frequency, CW-SFmethod), which is reflected by natural or artificial targets.
To detect a target, the signal strength must be greater than
the surrounding noise [3].
In order to ensure a good reflection of the signal and the
characteristic points on the monitored structure, there must
be on the surface of the structure the so-called corner-shaped
metal reflectors. Often, the object already has parts on the
surface acting as a cube corner reflector, and the installation
of artificial reflectors is not required [2].
Figure 3 shows an example of such a structure.

From time to time, this instrument detects the phase
difference of the signal reflected by the specific elements of
the studied structure (Figure 4).
𝑑 ⟹ 𝜑2 − 𝜑1
Measurement of displacement and measurement of phase
variation are shown in the following relation:
𝜆
𝑑=−
∙ Δ𝜑
4𝜋
where d is the displacement,  is the wavelength and  is
the phase difference.
In principle, the IBIS system simultaneously measures the
movement of all pixels or fields in the illuminated area of
the antenna beam (Figure 5) [8].
It generates the measurement signal, using transmitterreceiver antennas, it illuminates the entire area with
microwaves (Figure 6) and then receives the reflected
signal.

Fig. 6

Fig. 3

The first task is to detect the object's elements and then
determine the distance from the radar. The R dimension is
the resolution, that is, the smallest distance interval in which
one observing point can be distinguished, the maximum
resolution being 0,50 - 0,75 m, depending on the frequency
used.
The IBIS system measures the displacement dp (radial
displacement) (Figure 7), from which the effective
displacement of the point, d, can be obtained by taking into
account the positioning of the instrument relative to the
investigated object [5]:

𝑑=
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Fig. 7

Fig. 10

The displacement value measured by the interferometric
technique (comparison of the phases of two distinct images)
has a precision that depends on the recorded radar echo
intensity and the signal / noise ratio (SNR) of the point taken
into account [9].
The theoretical accuracy of the instrument can be 0.01 mm.
For obvious reasons, this precision is never possible during
measurement campaigns, but in any case a precision of 0.1
mm can be achieved (Figure 11 - accuracy of the
displacements depending on SNR).

Fig. 8

The results of the object measurements is the radar profile
(Figure 8), which shows the intensity of the reflected signal
in the radar field. Only points that strongly reflect the radar
wave (over 35 dB) can be taken in consideration [10].A high
SNR (signal / noise ratio) is the basis for selecting
observation points on the object [4]. If the identification of
observation points is difficult due to different reflections of
the structural elements, cube corner metal reflectors are used
(Figures 9 and 10).

Fig. 11

3. Choosing the observation position and
setting the IBIS-FS instrument
Fig. 9

They are also used if the object is made of material that does
not reflect microwaves. They help identify certain points of
the construction by strengthening the reflection of a radar
beam.
The radar profile can be divided into several peaks. Peaks
are points on the object that reflect the radar signal stronger
than others. In this way, we find the places where the
reflectors are installed. The possibility to use cube corner
reflectors is often limited. [1].

The IBIS-FS system (Figure 12) is suitable for static and
dynamic monitoring of various types of structures (bridges,
wind towers, high buildings, etc.), only 1D. This instrument
type has a range of up to 1 km and can monitor multiple
object points at once, regardless of environmental
conditions, both day and night, with accuracy of 0.01 mm at
frequencies up to 200 Hz.
There should be no obstacles between the instrument and the
object being investigated (other constructions, poles, trees,
etc.).
The IBIS-FS instrument is installed on the tripod, focusing
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on the target of interest by adjusting the horizontal direction
and inclination of the transmitter unit, connecting to the
field computer and the battery, following the step of setting
the geometry of the instrument relative to the object
investigated.
Using the IBIS Surveyor software on the field computer, the
user goes through a series of steps to start the data
acquisition. The software is organized in the following
windows:
- Static/dynamic acquisition selection window: static (data
acquisition time range can be set between 0.1 and
10000000.0 sec) and dynamic (with sampling frequency
between 10Hz and 200Hz);
- Instrumental parameter setting window: allows setting of
acquisition parameters (maximum distance, resolution,
antenna type, sampling frequency and duration);

Fig. 14

- Mission selection window: allows you to establish the
names of the data acquisition missions;
- Time management window: allows the data acquisition to
be turned on and off and allows the user to view the data
acquired in real time;

Fig. 15

- Measurements processing window: allows you to analyze
acquired data with different types of processing, depending
on the selected acquisition type. This window remains active
even when the instrument is not connected to the PC.
Fig. 12

Fig. 13

- Geometry configuration window: allows you to set the
acquisition geometry (the position of the instrument relative
to the observed object and the angle of inclination of the
instrument);
Fig. 16
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The projection options button allows the user to switch from
viewing radial movement to the orthogonal, longitudinal,
vertical, or horizontal movement (calculated using the
parameters set in the geometry configuration window).

4. IBIS-FS experiments in Bucharest
With IBIS-FS instrument in July 2018, we tested the
monitoring procedure for different types of construction,
configuring different observation geometries.
The tower building of the Institute of Atomic Physics (IFA)
in Magurele was one of the objectives.
There has been chosen a side of the building that can be
observed, without any obstacles in the transmitter field of
the instrument, which was positioned with an appropriate
elevation angle to have a good reflection on the whole
height of the building.
Choosing the reflection points with a SNR of over 40 dB,
we can see their movements during the acquisition of
interferometric information. There are grouped values (see
figure 18) that do not exceed 0.2 mm, which can be
observed in a polar or cartesian representation.

Fig. 18

A representation of structural deformations can be obtained
after data processing from the time period in which
interferometric data were acquired in static mode (Figure
19).

Fig. 19

Another type of objectives that are likely to be monitored
with IBIS-FS are bridges. In this sense, we have tested the
dynamic monitoring of the central deck of the cable bridge
from the Bucharest bypass located in the area of Otopeni
city (Figure 20).

Fig. 20
Fig. 17

Relevant was the fact that we have positioned the instrument
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in the middle of the bridge deck, the transmission direction
being vertical, we were able to detect the dynamical vertical
evolution of the transverse beam when passing heavier
vehicles. It can be observed the flexibility of the bridge
structure, when passing a truck, determining a displacement
of approx. -15 mm, but with a total return after a few
seconds (Figure 21).
Such beam variations of this bridge were also observed in
real time on the graphical representations provided by the
data acquisition software on the field computer (Figure 22).
Another test performed on the same cable bridge was the
determination of vibrations of the cables under heavy traffic.
For this we placed the instrument near the main pile that
supports the cables and set the microwave beam direction
relatively perpendicular to the central cable.
It is possible to observe the oscillations of the cables, which
are between +3 and -3 mm, relative to the direction of
observation of the instrument.
You can also simulate a dynamic evolution of the selected
points (for 3 cables), generating a movie during the
observation period.

Fig. 22

Fig. 23

Fig. 24
Fig. 21
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5. Conclusions
As a result of the tests carried out with the IBIS-FS system,
we can state that these terrestrial radar interferometry
systems are an alternative to the classical methods of
determining the displacements of the building structures,
allowing real time analyzes which permit the calculation of
vibrations velocities and accelerations of the investigated
structure elements.
Radar interferometry offers some advantages compared to
traditional sensors used for this purpose, but also requires
some special conditions (without obstructions between the
instrument and the object investigated, no vibrations of the
instrument, a clear geometry for the location of the
instrument relative to the object, etc.) to obtain reliable data
on the specified accuracy.
Implementation of a national strategy to monitor
construction objectives with different types of risks may be
taken in consideration using this interferometric technique
for monitoring displacements and deformations, especially
because it is easy to mount outside the zone of influence of
the objective, with very good precision of the determined
values of the displacements, with the possibility of
integration into a permanent monitoring system (for dams,
for landslides, etc.) and the possibility of triggering the
alarm signals in case of imminent danger.
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